2 very thin samples. Full-field two-dimensional (2D) techniques like x-ray microscopy (XRM) or three-dimensional (3D) x-ray micro computed tomography (µCT) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging reveal invaluable information but not down to the nano-scale. Averaging techniques like small-angle x-ray or neutron scattering (SAXS or SANS) access the nano-scale but cannot spatially resolve extended samples. Nevertheless, such techniques are attractive, inter alia, for biological studies because of their potential to, e.g. distinguish cancerous from non-cancerous tissue [1] - [3] , investigate myelin sheaths of neurons [4, 5] , and study dentin [6] , bone and cartilage [7, 8] . This has been recognized and accordingly scanning SAXS has been performed, i.e. SAXS measurements at several sample positions [7] - [15] . Here, we report on a combination of SAXS and STXM sensitive to nano-scale structures averaged over a spatial area in the square-micron range. This approach is suitable for imaging samples of several millimetres to centimetres. In principle, the data acquisition and analysis techniques are not novel. However, their combination presented here allows detailed SAXS measurements at a large number of points with high dynamic range and low noise in unprecedented speed. This carries spot-test-like scanning SAXS, as presented in the earlier, ground-breaking work [7] - [15] , to microscopy.
Two measurements are undertaken to yield complementary information. First a STXM area scan is performed at reduced incident x-ray intensity and with an area detector. Then an SAXS raster scan is undertaken with the same set-up and speed as for the STXM scan. This combination of techniques coined 'multimodal scatter imaging' has become feasible thanks to a combination of recent technical advances: firstly, pixelated detectors with a high dynamic range, fast readout, no dark counts and no readout noise are now available, such as the single photon counting PILATUS detector [16] - [18] . Secondly, automated data analysis schemes have been developed to analyse for each raster scan several tens of thousands of images of a few megabytes (MB) each, which are sufficiently fast to provide online feedback for the measurements described below. Thirdly, micro-focus options are available at thirdgeneration synchrotron sources, providing the necessary high flux in a small spot for fast scanning measurements.
The set-up for both the STXM and the scanning SAXS measurements is depicted in figure 1 . A part of a mouse soleus muscle and Achilles tendon was fixated in formalin and mounted in its wet state between two 25 µm thin polyimide foils. This muscle, vital for standing and running, has been chosen as a model system for muscle and tendon tissue. A monochromatic beam of 11.2 keV (λ = 1.107 Å) was focused to about 20 µm × 20 µm for the raster scan measurements. For the STXM measurements, the incident intensity of the x-ray beam was attenuated to 0.16% of the full intensity. Two modules of a PILATUS detector, in total about 190 000 pixels, have been used for the measurements. To speed up acquisition, data have been recorded in a continuous line scan mode with the sample moving at constant speed along a line of the 2D raster scan while the detector is continuously recording data. For both the STXM and the SAXS raster scan, the detector was operated with 30 ms exposure time and 10 ms readout time, i.e. with a frame rate of 25 Hz. For the 2D STXM scan, the sample was moved along each line of the scan with a speed of 1 mm s −1 , resulting in a signal integrated over 40 µm travel range per exposure. The whole STXM measurement of 101 × 64 exposures took 9 min. For the SAXS raster scan, half the 'step' size was chosen to cover the same area in 201 × 127 points with 20 µm 'steps' in both directions. The SAXS data are recorded in a continuous line scan mode as well, i.e. with a 'step' of 20 µm we mean that the sample has been moved by this distance while one detector frame is exposed and read out. A beam-stop was used to protect the detector and the full available flux was used for the measurements. The whole scanning SAXS measurement took 30 min.
In the STXM raster scan, the x-ray beam is attenuated, refracted and scattered by the sample yielding absorption, differential phase contrast (DPC) and dark field (DF) information. The deflection angles are typically small, in the microradian range and below, but nevertheless it has been demonstrated that segmented [19] and area detectors [20] - [24] are capable of detecting these sub-pixel shifts. These measurements have been taken at the coherent SAXS (cSAXS) beamline at the Swiss Light Source (SLS), where the in-house developed prototype of the commercially available single-photon counting PILATUS 2M detector with 20-bit dynamic range and fast readout is available. Using a pixelated detector has the advantage of calculating all signals in a flexible manner by software [20, 22] . For example, the momentum transfer range for the DF image can be freely chosen.
For the STXM data analysis, the sample transmission at each point T was extracted by comparing the intensities I s measured with and I 0 without sample, summed over all detector pixels: The DPC in the horizontal direction ∂ /∂ x, can be extracted by calculating the first moment
whereby the position (x 0 , y 0 ) is that of the undeflected x-ray beam on the detector. The factor c s = (a d /l d )2π/λ converts from pixels of size a d at a sample-to-detector-distance l d to the differential angular units. The DPC ∂ /∂ y is calculated analogously. Finally, a DF can be calculated by summing the detected intensities within a certain radial range R 8 :
While DPC and DF add contrast modalities to the standard transmission imaging, the resolution is still given by the size of the beam that is used for raster scanning the sample. The signals calculated from the STXM data are shown in figure 2. In figure 2(a) , one sees that the sample and residual formalin transmission exhibit a smooth slope with no clear features observable at the current resolution, even though the absorption is for biological tissue considerable, up The STXM measurements provide a fast on-line feedback at moderate x-ray dose on both sample and detector. However, only the SAXS measurements allow access to information on nano-scale structures. It is crucial for these measurements to have a detector with high dynamic range, i.e. six orders of magnitude in photons per pixel and exposure in the present case since SAXS data cover several orders of magnitude in intensity and must be recorded in a single exposure to allow for fast scanning. The scanning speed in turn allows for recording a large number of data points, i.e. high resolution images. For the interpretation, in the present case, of 25 527 SAXS images of 0.8 MB each, clearly an automated analysis scheme is needed, as detailed in the following.
The first step of the SAXS analysis is the azimuthal integration. To capture the asymmetry of the scattering pattern, the summation is performed in 2N azimuthal segments:
The intensity is normalized by the number of pixels A in the segment covering the radial range R and the azimuthal range θ and n and m r are integer indices. Since the above-described STXM measurements have been performed, an additional normalization by the transmission T is performed to correct for absorption in the sample. An example for the azimuthal integration is shown in figure 3 . In the detector image in figure 1 , a circular integration area is indicated with dashed lines. This area was divided into 2N = 16 azimuthal segments according to equation (4) . The resulting intensity distribution is indicated in figure 3 . For typical SAXS samples, i.e. with moderate structural ordering and inversion symmetry of the average structure, this distribution of the integrated intensities is well approximated by a cosine function, as indicated by the solid line in figure 3 . The baseline a 0 of this cosine is given by the average scattering within the integration range, whereas the amplitude a 1 is given by the oriented part of it. The degree of orientation can be defined as a 1 /a 0 . The shift of the cosine function yields the orientation s of the average scattering. Orientation in this context always means a 2D projection in a plane perpendicular to the x-ray beam. To recover the full 3D information, tomographic measurements under different sample rotation values are required. The abovementioned inversion symmetry can be utilized to reduce the 2N data by averaging to N data points for each integration range. The parameters a 0 , a 1 and s can be extracted from the discrete Fourier transform of the integrated intensities:
The combination of data reduction via the azimuthal integration according to equation (4) and an analysis scheme based on fast Fourier transforms, equation (5), renders feasible a fast online analysis, which is essential to provide feedback for the measurements. The result of the described data analysis is shown in figure 4 . From the accessible range, approximately 10-380 nm, two ranges of structure dimensions have been chosen: 61-72 nm (figures 4(a)-(c) ) and 36-40 nm (figures 4(d)-(f) ). The left column shows the distribution of 7 the average intensity a 0 . This can be seen as a density map of structures within the specified range. The central column shows the degree of orientation a 1 /a 0 . The right column combines the average intensity a 0 , the oriented intensity a 1 and the orientation angle s using a huesaturation-value representation 9 . Here, the orientation can be directly read from the colour according to the colour wheel inset into each plot. A high density of oriented structures shows up as bright colours, whereas a high density of isotropically scattering structures will show up in white. On average, well below one count per pixel is sufficient for recording a reliable signal since intensity values from several pixels are averaged for obtaining statistically significant data. There are two types of resolution in this scanning SAXS experiment, scanning resolution in direct space and scattering resolution in reciprocal space. The resolution of the raster scanning in a continuous line scan mode is given by the 'step' size, i.e. the distance the sample moves during the exposure, convolved with the size of the beam. In the present case, the sample has been moved by 20 µm during the 30 ms exposure and 10 ms readout time, i.e. the sample moved by 15 µm while the detector was exposing a frame. Convolved with the 20 µm full-width at halfmaximum size of the beam the resulting resolution element is 35 µm. Along the 'slow axis', along which no continuous sample movement is performed, step and beam size are matched to 20 µm in the present case. The scattering range and resolution in reciprocal space are given by the angular range over which scattered photons can be reliably detected and the corresponding angular resolution. In the present case with two PILATUS detector modules at a distance of 7150 mm from the sample, the accessible range is approximately 10-380 nm. The structure and orientation on this nanoscale, averaged over the illuminated area of the sample, are detected with each SAXS data frame. Figure 4 (c) is a map of mainly the collagen distribution which has a characteristic distance of about 65 nm within the integration range due to the staggered arrangement of tropocollagen fibrils [25, 26] . The Achilles tendon in the right part of the image exhibits the expected orientation of collagen fibres along the tendon, i.e. horizontally. In the muscle, one sees the anchoring of the tendon via a network of fibres. The characteristic distance of 38 nm is attributed to the thin muscle filaments [27, 28] . Correspondingly, the main body of the muscle shows up in the plot of this length scale in figure 4(f). In the 2D measurements performed, so far radiation damage has not been an issue due to the combination of short exposure times and the low absorption of biological tissue.
In summary, multimodal imaging as a combination of STXM and scanning SAXS measurements has been demonstrated using the combination of a novel pixelated x-ray detector, fast Fourier processing schemes for the online analysis of large amounts of data, and an undulator beamline at a third-generation synchrotron. With the example of a mouse soleus muscle and Achilles tendon, we illustrated how structural features in the 10-380 nm range can be clearly separated and mapped over extended areas. This new quality of information bridges the gap between high resolution techniques, like electron microscopy operating on thin and small sample areas, and x-ray computed tomography and NMR techniques, operating on larger samples but with lower resolution. We envision further studies on structural changes accompanying myopathies, i.e. muscular diseases. The typical time needed for this kind of measurements places within reach 3D-SAXS tomography as a standard tool for biological and materials science research. This opens up a vast field of applications like investigations of demyelination in brain tissue for research on neurodegenerative diseases, or the effect of orientation on the material properties of cast or fibre reinforced materials.
